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Even though we are required to socially distance, we were able to attend the open house at Gold 
Coast Station in Tehachapi, Calif. They have one of the largest inventories of G scale products 
outside of Germany. While we were there, we visited the famous Tehachapi Loop, which is only 6 
miles away. It is an impressive sight to see a long freight train loop back over itself as its climes the 
grade. 
 
 
Our first article is about how to determine a production date of Märklin items. Our second article is 
about Programming a Cross-Traffic Depot Station Bypass Track (Basic to Advanced). 
 
 
Date of Production 
 
For people who are new to Märklin, finding a production date can be helpful for a database. It would 
also help to find the item in a catalog for the slider, tire, or light bulb replacement information. There 
are a couple ways to determine the production date from the clues in the packaging if no other 
documentation is available. 
 
 
Boxes and Manuals 
 
Most collectors will try to keep the boxes, 
manuals, and original paperwork with the item. I 
do the same. Usually, both the box and the 
manual provide a manufacturing date. It is 
sometimes harder to find them on the boxed 
sets since they can be hidden under folds. 
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Fig. 1 - What is the production date of this set? 
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As an example, I pulled out my 2846 set (Fig. 1). The 
image in Fig. 2 shows a series of numbers in the lower 
right on the back of a locomotive/set manual. This is a 
reference number for the printing of this manual, but also 
there is a production month and year (circled). This 
indicates he manual was produced in April 1990 (0490).  
 
One thing to remember is that a “generic” manual is 
sometimes used for locos if the same type of locomotive 
is produced for a few years and painted in different colors. 
If the manual has the correct item number on it, it is 
specific for that locomotive/set. 
 
For the set I used as a reference, a secondary pamphlet 
was also included that has a date of August 1990 (07 90) 
as shown in fig. 3. 
 
And then there is the box itself. If I look on the box for the 
production reference numbers, I do not see any. 
Sometimes they are hidden in a fold as mentioned before. 
If I carefully open the box folds, I discover the reference 
numbers and the production date (Fig. 4 and 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With all these clues, and allowing for production time of the item, my guess is that this set was 
available in the Fall or early Winter of 1990. 
 
Everything I found is telling me to look in the 1990 catalog, I chose to get my 1990/1991 catalog to 
see if I could find it. Unfortunately, it was not in there.  However, it turns out that this was an “Export 

 
Fig. 2 - Manual month and year of 
production 

 
Fig. 3 - Pamphlet month and year of 
production 

 
Fig. 4 - Unfolded box 

 

 
Fig. 5 - Box month and year of 
production 

 
Fig. 6 - 1990 Export Catalog 

 
Fig. 7 - 2846 in Export catalog 
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Item” which means it was a special production that is not normally in the catalog. What I did find in the 
pages of the regular catalog was the Export Catalog 1990/1991 (Fig 6 and 7), and It had all the 
necessary information – Victory! 
 
Normally, I do not have to go through all of this just to find the year of production or the consumables 
information when doing a repair, but I have had to do it on occasion. 
 
Enjoy your hobbies! 
 
Rick Sinclair 
 
Programming a Cross-Traffic Depot Station Bypass Track (Basic to Advanced) 
 

In this month’s article I layout the procedure for setting up a cross-traffic depot station. I cover a basic 
setup first, then make alterations using some advanced settings. This setup is good for use in a single 
line multi-train shuttle where engines will need to clear the line to oncoming travel.  
 
Fig. 1 illustrates the track routing. In this example I 
will use ‘dead’ switches so that engine travel will 
only be toward the right-handed track. The 
switchable articles will be the signals which will be 
used to stop the trains (note: I will not cover wiring 
here, as there are differences if braking modules 
are included. Please follow your user’s manual). To 
simplify the build process, both signal lights will be 
at a ‘stop’ setting. 
 
Only two contact sensors will be needed for this basic 
bypass operation. The placement is shown in the 
illustration of Fig. 2. They should be positioned either 
adjacent, or to the front of the signal because we will be 
using a Departure event trigger (explained later) once 
the train passes beyond the signal. The red arrows 
indicate the beginning of the contact sensor. There is 
not a built-in icon for long contact areas, so the contact 
tracks are continuous from the contact icon to the red arrow. The length is personal choice, and I will 
explain later when I refer to the Arrival events. Again, the red arrows are strictly for demonstration 
purposes and there are no red arrow icons within the CS software. 
 
Creating Events 
 

To begin, click on the ‘Events’ button to open the 
Events viewer (Indicated by red box in Fig. 3). 
To create your first event, click on either the ‘+’ 
icon to add an event (red circle) OR you can click 
on the event viewer’s ‘Edit’ button (red arrow) to 
reveal your options menu. Do not confuse the 
event viewer’s Edit button with the Article’s Edit 
button (red ‘XX’ and yellow arrow). 
 

Fig. 1: Track configuration for a 2-way bypass 

Fig. 2: Placement of extended contact sensors for 
S88 connection 

Fig. 3: Accessing the Events Viewer and Add/Edit event 
buttons 
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Adding an event will open the added Event’s step editor 
as well as place an event in the Event viewer window 
(Fig. 4). You should see matching names to indicate the 
event being created (red boxes labeled ‘FS 1’ in the 
example). There are two green indicators that show the 
system is in edit mode for the Event editors (see the red 
arrows). 
 
You may notice that the screen gets crowded. There are a 
couple of methods to help work around this situation. A 
common one is to move the windows. By clicking in the 
upper area of the window (between the buttons), you can 
drag the windows around to different locations. I usually 
close the Event viewer (using the close button) leaving 
the event step editor open. The event viewer is the top 
window, the step editor is the lower window (Fig. 4). 
Closing the event viewer will not exit you from edit mode. 
 
In Fig. 5, I have closed the event viewer and moved the 
step editor to display both the article list (above the step 
editor) and the layout display. To create the event steps, 
click, drag, and drop the articles for required action into 
the step line (See arrows).  
 
In this example, the simple bypass will need 4 events. 
Two for stopping the trains and two for letting them proceed. The events created are shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first two events (‘FS 1’ & ‘FS 2’) are the release events that allow trains to proceed out of the 
bypass (signal to ‘go’). ‘FS 3’ & ‘FS 4’ are ‘signal stop’ actions to ensure that the trains stop at the 
signal. ‘FS 1’ & ‘FS 2’ each has a Pre-Delay step, because I want to have a period of time before the 
signal is switched to ‘go’. They are created by clicking on the step 
editor’s ‘Add’ button, then selecting the ‘Text’ menu option. A 
‘Settings Stationname’ window will pop up where you can set the 
delay time (Fig. 7). I have changed the ‘Stationname’ setting to 
‘Pre-Delay’ (Fig. 6).  
 
The Pre-Delays are set in front of the signal action (signal ‘go’), 
because delay timers count down prior to the following action. 
You cannot set the delay setting on the Signal step (‘S1’ or ‘S2’ 
for example), because the signal would change first and THEN 
start the timer delay. 

Fig. 4: Display of Event Viewer, Step Editor and 
edit mode indicators 

Fig. 5: Closing the event viewer does not cancel 
edit mode and allows access to articles 

Fig. 7: 'Text' step aka Settings 
Stationname edit window 

Fig. 6: The 4 events needed for the simple bypass operation 
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Testing the Events 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You can now test your events by exiting the edit mode of the events button (no green dot indicator as 
shown in the example of Fig. 8) and by opening the Event Viewer. You can click on any of the play 
buttons located on the left side of each of the events. (Important note – All Events are disabled from 
action when in edit mode for Events. Trains running while in edit mode will not be safely controlled by 
any automation events.) 
 
Triggering Events 
 

Up to this point, events that have been created that have no method of activation other than manual 
control via the CS3/3+ screen. You can see in Fig. 6 that the control icons are still set as ‘Manual 
mode’ (dotted square to the left of the Step line).  
 
To trigger an event automatically, we need to 
attach track sensors to our event scripts. Track 
sensors become our track triggers. To assign a 
trigger to an event, drag and drop the required 
sensor onto the control trigger icon (currently 
labeled ‘Manual mode’) while in the edit mode 
(shown in Fig. 9).  
 
While you can drop the trigger from the article 
list (top arrow), it is often better to drop from a 
track plan (bottom arrow) because you’ll have 
a better context of which trigger is required for 
the event. To explain, notice that contact ‘K1’ is 
used to switch signal ‘S2’ on the opposing line. 
I do not have this visual reference by looking 
only at the Article list. 
 
 
Setting the trigger will change the control trigger icon to one of two types. A 
properly assigned trigger should resemble the example on the right of Fig. 10. 
The split icon ‘Manual mode/K1’ (left side) indicates that the S88 sensors 
have not been configured or attached correctly, and you will not have any 
sensor control of the event. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9: Drag/drop the contacts onto the control mode icon 

Fig. 10: Additional control 
mode options 

Fig. 8: Events viewer displaying 4 events for testing 
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Setting the Type of Trigger 
 

There are two modes of contact sensor triggers, 
whereas circuit tracks (slider contacts) and 
magnetic reed type sensors only have one mode 
(in essence). I define these as Arrival and 
Departure type triggers. They are created when a 
train either makes or breaks contact with the 
contact track. To set the trigger mode, click on the 
control trigger icon (‘K1’ in this example) and set 
the ‘Position’ in the Settings window that pops up. 
The ‘Position’ setting is changed by clicking on the 
icon, which will reveal your options (See Fig. 11). I 
disregard any other settings as they do not apply to 
my operations. However, changing the group 
setting (by adding group names) will allow you to pool your events into viewable groupings. 
 
I will briefly explain the triggering that is used in the bypass. I have set the two events that have a pre-
delay and set a signal to ‘go’ (‘FS 1’ & ‘FS 2’ – Fig.6) as arrival triggers or setting the position as 
yellow. The verbal procedure would be described as, when a train enters the station line it makes 
contact with K1, which then, after a delay to allow for the train to clear the turnout, allows a train 
waiting on the opposite line at signal ‘S2’ to proceed forward. The reverse is true if the incoming 
(arriving train) contacts K2 and releases the train waiting at signal ‘S1’. 
 
To insure that I can recall how the event script is triggered (without having to enter into the edit mode) 
I have re-named these event scripts from ‘FS 1’ to ‘K1 a’ (contact 1 + Arrival trigger) and ‘FS 2’ to ‘K2 
a’). (see. Fig 12) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The other two events (‘FS 3’ & ‘FS 4’) are departure triggers (position setting is grey). The verbal 
procedure is: When a train is leaving the station (departing the contact) at ‘K1’, it sets the Signal at 
‘S1’ back to ‘stop’ insuring that all trains will stop at the station point. Again, the procedure is mirrored 
with ‘K2’ setting the signal ‘S2’ to ‘stop’. These have also been renamed from ‘FS 3’ to ‘K1 d’ (contact 
1 + Departure trigger) & ‘FS 4’ to ‘K2 d’. In this fashion, I can monitor for errors on track by watching if 
it occurs when a train is making or breaking contact in my contact areas. 
 
I do want to point out something about the control in case you have not noticed already. It is 
something that is good to be aware of when assigning triggers. The ‘Arrival’ event triggers in this 
example are cross line controls. The events on line 1 are controlling actions on Line 2 and vice versa. 
The ‘Departure’ event triggers are like line controls. The events on line 1 control the action on line 1 
(and the same for line 2). The point is, event triggers can control actions anywhere on the layout, not 
just locally. You can control actions in front, behind or laterally around a train’s movement.  
 
Also notice how the upper left of each event displays a locomotive instead of a hand. The locomotive 
indicates that the event is set for a track triggered event (primarily a track automated event) but it can 

Fig. 11: Setting the Trigger type (Arrival or Departure) 

Fig. 12: Renamed Event functions and indicators 
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also be triggered manually. Whereas a hand would indicate that the event can only be triggered 
manually on the CS’s screen. 
 
The basic bypass offers a firsthand look at creating simple events in a seemingly complex 
arrangement. A train enters a depot station, while another one departs. However, their directions are 
opposite. If you have never done any event scripting before, then this a good one to try. If you have 
already scripted main line blocking, then hopefully this first example will offer insight into multi-line 
areas around your layout. The next section in this article will set the CS into an extended track mode 
to give experienced users some added features. I would suggest that you become comfortable with 
basic event building before moving into the advance features. 
 
Adding Advanced Features 
 

Advanced features allow the Central Station to evaluate track conditions beyond the normal train 
sensors (contact, circuit, or reed). When a track sensor is triggered, you can have the system 
evaluate turnouts, signals and/or occupation tracks to determine action commands in the events. This 
feature is activated by going into the System/CS3/Track setting and enabling the box for ‘Events – 
Extended Mode’.  
 
Extended mode features for the event scripts can be somewhat complex when you look through the 
available options. I am only showing a simple conditional step to give you an idea of how they 
operate. I am going to reiterate the basic bypass a bit to describe why I might want to add some 
advanced conditions to the events (some operational details that could be considered). I will only 
need to describe one track line’s actions, because the second line just mirrors the first. Train A enters 
line 1, and after a bit of time (to allow Train A to clear the turnout and sit), allows the opposite travel 
Train B to depart the station. Essentially, one train leaves the station only when another Train arrives. 
What can we do if we want both trains to leave at the same time? 
 
Thinking About Conditions of Operation 
 

To have both trains leave at the same time, we must make sure that both trains are at the station at 
the same time. I call this a ‘condition’ and 
unless this condition is met (or is ‘true’) any 
train at the station needs to wait. Adding a 
condition is as simple as adding another step 
in the Event step editor. The difference occurs 
when you change over into the Events – 
Extended Mode, each step can now be 
configured as either an Action or a Condition. 
Event steps are typically Actions by default 
and can be described as, “This action (set by 
the icon displayed) will be assigned to the 
article in the icon”. The icon displayed is the 
aspect of the article (if the signal icon is set to 
‘Go’ then it switches the signal on track to 
‘Go’, for example). 
  
In Fig. 13, I have added into the event step a contact condition ‘K2’ to my event ‘K1 a’ and opened the 
Settings for that event step (Red Arrows). The top and bottom blue arrows point to the markers that 
define the step as a condition. As a condition, the CS3 is going to see if the track icon matches the 

Fig. 13: An added Contact condition and its Settings window (K2) 
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displayed icon in the position setting. If this is true, then the event will 
continue to the steps that follow the condition. Otherwise, the event will just 
halt, and the subsequent steps will never activate. 
 
The middle blue arrow is a delay setting, which basically duplicates the Pre-
Delay step that was initially used. Therefore, it can be deleted from the 
event steps (still shown in Fig. 13 and deleted in Fig. 14). 
 
Below the bottom blue arrow is a pull-down option for the way the condition will react. There are only 
two options: ‘continue’ and ‘delay’. The ‘continue’ setting will operate as previously described. It will 
continue to the next step in the step editor (following the timing delay settings).  
 
The ‘delay’ setting requires a longer explanation. This is not a redundant delay from the delay timer 
settings. Under the ‘continue’ setting, a false condition (not true) will just halt the event and never 
complete the steps. Under the ‘delay’ setting, a false condition will put the event on ‘hold’ UNTIL the 
condition becomes true. It will then continue to the next steps (including the delay timer settings). The 
verbal process in this example is, ‘while K1 was triggered, it won’t start the actions until K2 is 
triggered’. There is an additional consideration when using the ‘delay’ setting and I will return to this 
later. 
 
The example in Fig. 14 is the revised events for my contact ‘K1 a’ and mirrored for ‘K2 a’. This makes 
the advanced event operate exactly as the basic event settings, but the goal was to have both trains 
exit the station at the same time. So, I need to make additions to events ‘K1 a’ and ‘K2 a’. Simply put, 
I am going to add signal release steps to both events (Fig. 15).  
 
As I mentioned, there is an additional 
consideration if you were to use the 
condition ‘delay’ setting, and it may not 
become evident until tested under your 
circumstances. To explain, the events listed 
in Fig. 15 are both set for condition 
‘continue’. They both control signals on the 
same two tracks. Under the ‘continue’ 
setting, one will always cancel out and the other will activate, thus releasing both signals to ‘go’ 
(green) only once. 
 
If they were both to be set as condition ‘delay’, they can both be triggered and considered true at the 
same time. Remember, one will be on hold until the condition is met (true), and the other event will be 
true the moment it is triggered. Therefore, they would each send out the two ‘go’ signals and 
essentially repeat commands will be sent out. It is not necessarily troublesome to have commands 
duplicated, however, some events may contain conflicting actions (one switches the signal green, but 
the other switches the signal to red). If the condition ‘delay’ setting is used, it could cause some 
repetitive events (Like hearing a turnout continuously switch back and forth). Just be mindful of 
events that use the condition ‘delay’ setting. 
 
The programming of a cross traffic bypass is something that I have accomplished with several 
layouts. It’ relatively simple, even in the extended mode, and it’s an ideal step when starting to think 
about creating event scripts for multiple lines. I hope you enjoyed the process and try it out.  
 
Curtis Jeung

Fig. 14: The modified event 
with Pre-Delay removed 

Fig. 15: Event's that will release both trains from a station 
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ONLINE – Webinar #5 October 14th 11:00 – 1:00 Pacific Time 

 
 

 
To contact Rick and Curtis for help with your Digital, technical and product related questions: 
 
Phone:  650-569-1318   Hours: 6:00am – 9:00pm PST. Monday through Friday. 
  
E-mail:  digital@marklin.com 
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